Next steps to improve risk monitoring in your organization

Implementation timeline comparison – BIP vs. traditional implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SAP Business Integrity Platform</th>
<th>Traditional GRC Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIP:</td>
<td>2–3 months</td>
<td>8–12 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KRI dashboards provide an overview of high-level metrics within business and IT processes that are typically monitored by leading companies.

Summary charts provide a high-level view of KRIs across a number of different dimensions (e.g., trending over time, dollar value, transaction type).

Detailed drill-down reports provide pinpoint clarity on the master or transactional data behind the summary charts to speed up root cause analysis and remediation of issues.

Pre-delivered EY segregation of duties and application controls monitoring content provides proven and tested monitoring of key SAP access and configuration controls.

Demos available upon request. To learn how the Business Integrity Platform can help your organization, please contact:

**Matt Polak**
Partner, Global Risk Transformation Leader
Ernst & Young LLP
+1 412 644 0407
matthew.polak@ey.com

**Ben Zimmerman**
Principal, Risk Transformation
Ernst & Young LLP
+1 612 341 4746
benjamin.zimmerman@ey.com

**About EY**
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity.

EY & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information about our organization, please visit ey.com.
EY and SAP turning risk into results through co-innovation

Organizations today are struggling to stay ahead of the compliance curve and drive value from effective risk management. Key to this are manual risk management processes that are costly and fragmented and provide limited visibility to risks and controls.

Business Integrity Platform (BIP) is a cloud-based risk management service that combines industry-leading key risk indicator (KRI) analytics with industry-tested access and process control monitoring for SAP® systems.

BIP is the combination of EY’s trusted risk and controls experience and SAP’s industry-leading SAP HANA Cloud Platform, all in a single tested and supported service.

BIP allows organizations to rapidly deploy robust risk monitoring capabilities that support mature risk management processes and drive value for the business.

An EY survey found that organizations with mature risk management practices outperform their peers financially. Specifically, those companies in the top 20% of risk maturity generated three times the level of EBITDA as those in the bottom 20%.

The effective use of technology and analytics to continuously manage risk was found to be a key differentiator between those organizations that have mature risk management processes and those that do not.

Business Integrity Platform delivers ...

How can BIP streamline risk management at your company?

Typical current state
Lack of confidence and visibility to true state of risks and controls, no common ground between stakeholders, reactive risk management, multiple versions of the truth

Potential future state with BIP
Aligned/common understanding of risk and controls health and issues, greater confidence in true state of controls, proactive risk management

One view of risk through BIP

Deep insight into risks and controls ...
... with near real-time data ...
... which is accessible anywhere ...
... and delivered through a managed service model

Risk analytics
KRI-based dashboards covering business, IT and compliance processes
• Enable continuous risk monitoring by pulling data from disparate sources (SAP ECC and/or GRC systems)
• Provide visibility to key issues through data drill-down capabilities and alerts
• Accessible anywhere through laptop and mobile devices with Wi-Fi or cell phone access

BIP can enable continuous risk and controls monitoring

There are two complementing components of BIP, which can be deployed separately:

01 Risk analytics
KRI-based dashboards covering business, IT and compliance processes
• Enable continuous risk monitoring by pulling data from disparate sources (SAP ECC and/or GRC systems)
• Provide visibility to key issues through data drill-down capabilities and alerts
• Accessible anywhere through laptop and mobile devices with Wi-Fi or cell phone access

Specific examples:

Procure-to-pay analytics – How will I get a continuous view of invoices being created without a purchase order (PO)?
BIP risk analytics can monitor the percentage of invoices without a PO with high frequency and summarize results via KRI for review. Drill-down views can show trends over time and by invoice type and display underlying invoice records.

Firefighter monitor analytics – How do I obtain high-level comfort that emergency access is not being abused?
BIP can extract firefighter usage from your SAP GRC environment and summarize data into trends that demonstrate firefighter usage patterns over time. This includes activities that potentially violate segregation of duties controls with specific views of firefighter usage by user and reason code.

02 Rapid GRC
SAP GRC access and process controls on the SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud (HEC)
• Enable monitoring of access and business process controls through EY’s pre-built content
• Rapid deployment due to pre-delivered content that has already been tested

Rapid GRC – access control – How will I monitor segregation of duties violations for typical risks in my industry?

BIP Rapid GRC comes pre-delivered with proven and tested standard segregation of duties rules for your sector, which can provide insight to SAP access risks during implementation projects and business-as-usual operations. These rules can be further customized to your SAP environment.

Rapid GRC – process control – How will I monitor the appropriateness of key configurations that affect revenue recognition in my SAP environment?

BIP Rapid GRC comes with over 100 key configuration controls that allow it to monitor adherence to leading practice configuration settings within your SAP environment.
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